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Points to Note Before Arrival at Hong Kong

- All inbound persons are advised to take a RAT prior to their departure to Hong Kong. Warm reminder that all flights to Hong Kong require passengers to wear masks on the flight. In Hong Kong masks are required to be worn in all sports indoor venues. Wearing Masks are not required in outdoor sport venues.
- Inbound persons arriving from overseas places are advised to conduct a Rapid Antigen Test (RAT) for 5 days upon arrival in Hong Kong.
- Arrivals holding a visa with insufficient validity period will be denied entry.

Vaccination Record – inbound persons are advised to bring hard copy of certificate of vaccination record in case the traveller is infected by COVID.

- Sinvac - minimum 2 dosages
- BioNtech - minimum 2 dosages
- AstraZeneca - minimum 2 dosages

Handling Arrangements for Persons Tested Positive After Arrival at Hong Kong

- The handling arrangements for inbound persons tested positive by arrival or specified test will be aligned with that for local cases.
- Relevant persons should provide information to the Centre for Health Protection through the online platforms (RATs). Positive persons should self-quarantine in a suitable venue or being sent to community isolation facilities until the RAT is negative.


Precautionary Measures taken by the Organizing Committee

1. All internal communications regarding suspected COVID-19 cases should preferably be made by telephone and whatsapp. A Watsapp Group which would include Chairman, HKTBC Secretariat, Tournament Director and Team Managers will be formed for report of emergency matters and COVID-19 infection among the participating teams. Team Managers have to collect photos of RAT test kit of their team for recod purpose and informed the HKTBC through the Watsap Group the test results (With names, dates and time of the tests of their team) of all their officials/athletes to the HKTBC every morning before entering bowling centre. If result is positive, he/she will be reported to the Centre for Health Protection for self quarantine arrangement. Government will send anti-epidermic kit to the infected person. Mandatory Self-isolation in HK is required until RAT test is negative and then he/she can return to Hometown.
2. All officials and athletes have to pass through the body temperature check equipment when entering bowling centre and when entering restaurants.

3. Masks must be worn at all time in the bowling venue when practicing or competing, also in public area and indoor public venues including restaurants and cinemas. Eating is not allowed in bowling venue.

4. HKTBC will distribute KF94/HKTBC masks and RAT kits for teams upon their arrival and at the Team Managers Meeting.

5. HKTBC will arrange designate buses for teams and overseas officials to and from airport, official hotel and venue for practice, competition and banquet. There will be no bus transport from Regal HK Hotel to venue and vice versa unless Typhoon signal number 3 is hoisted or Amber Rain Signal is announced. Designate bus transport will be sprayed by our Liason Officers with sanitizing spray in the interior of the bus and on all touch points (e.g. door handles / seat/ seat belts etc.) between each trip to and from bowling centre and hotel.

Emergency contact : Hong Kong Tenpin Bowling Congress Secretariat

Mr. Tim CHAN, Sports Executive +852 6776 3406
(For teams staying at Harbour Plaza Hotel and all Transportation Matters)
Ms. Anna WONG, Sports Executive +852 9719 1688
(For teams staying at Nina Hotel)
Mr. Nicholas CHEUNG, Acting Executive Director +852 9080 0272
(For teams staying at Regal Hongkong Hotel)
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